
3DO NFS — THE FIRST STAKE IN THE GASPING 

HEART THAT WAS PC RACING GAMES 
 
Like the 1985 game Revs, this November 1994 game from Electronic Arts was a triumph of soft-
ware engineering and made a fantastic game.  Just like Revs it was a commercial failure due to 
the host hardware.  And just like Revs, it exploited every inch of power from the machine, which 
in this case was the doomed 3DO console.  3DO was one of the first machine built specifically 
for CD-Rom and 3D polygon work and was released 1993.  The machine spent a whole year 
without a decent racer!   
 
Few gamers will ever have played this gem. By the time it was reduced to an affordable level, the 
Playstation was outselling 3DO by the most embarrassing of margins -mostly due to Namco’s 
superb Ridge Racer conversion.   But ‘The Need for Speed’ was different in so many ways to 
Ridge Racer.  For starters is was more simulation led and deployed a good physics model, allow-
ing cars to flip, roll and generally behave in a way that felt natural.  This game quietly ushered 
the simulation genre into a new road racing game and when it was converted later to Playstation 
it finally came to the public on a more affordable machine.   
 
The feature list of the game is near endless for it’s day.  It was crafted by Distinctive Software 
inc (DSI) - previously of ‘Test Drive’ & ’Stunts’ fame.  Behind the wheel views, technical data on 
vehicles, supercars, traffic, use of mirrors, pop-up gear selector, radar and cop cars were all 
seen in Test Drive.  Now it had a lot more polygons and a lot more colour and speed giving it a 
much more realistic feeling.  Especially when you knew you could flip your car and watch the 
slow-mo replay.  We’re talking serious quality here.  Don Mattrick had become the executive pro-
ducer at DSI and whilst a lot of the staff changed, you could easily see the Test Drive influence.  
The lead producer was quoted at the time for saying “We have developed a unique 3D road ren-
dering system which allows us to draw the road out to infinity”.   
 
As became common for EA, multiple updates followed.  As the sequels progressed, the original-
ity, character and sheer technical brilliance of this first game faded away. 

Featuring 
Six different replay angles 

Eight exotic supercars 
Dolby surround sound 

Full motion video introduction 
Drive on snow and ice 

Optional traction control 

Optional ABS control 
Handbrake in addition to normal brakes 
Car descriptions from Americas ‘Road and 
Track magazine 
Choice of in-game camera views 
Hidden bonuses (tilt camera, 20% more speed) 


